Teacher Contact Information:

SAILS Grading Policy
Prerequisite: Senior scoring below 19 on ACT math
& planning on enrolling into a higher level
institution.

Grading Categories:
Tests: 50%

Quizzes:

25%

Email: jay.jones@hck12.net
Website: Construction in progress
Class Code:

Homework:

15%

Daily/classroom: 10%

LOGIN Info: The website to complete assignments is sailstn.mylabsplus.com Students will sign in with their user
name and password given by the instructor.
Make-Up Work: When a student is absent, they will need to continue to do homework assignments. You will fall
behind if you do not complete the work you miss will you are out. Everyone has a list of the assignments needed to
be complete and the due dates. Please make sure you are AWARE of these dates. NO TESTS ARE TO BE
TAKEN OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM.
Supplies:





A three ring binder
Loose leaf college ruled paper for notes
Pencils (mechanical pencils work best, less distractions when sharpening)
Erasers (because we all make mistakes at times)

Calculators (TI-83 Plus, TI-84 Plus, TI-84 CE): The TI-84 plus will be provided in class only on a check out system.
Each student will be given a numbered calculator, and they are responsible for that calculator all semester. Students are strongly
encouraged to purchase their own for after school purposes. If the checked out calculator becomes lost, stolen, or damaged, the
student must inform the teacher before class starts or the student will be held accountable for calculator malfunction/loss and it
becomes your responsibility to pay for the loss or damages in order to replace the calculator.
Casio fx-115ES Plus is also an amazing, much cheaper, calculator that will do most everything the graphing calculator
will…except graph, matrices, programming etc. This is a budget friendly calculator.
TI 36x Pro is another amazing, much cheaper, calculator that will do most everything the graphing calculator
will…except graph, matrices, programming etc. This is a budget friendly calculator.

Bathroom/Hall Passes: Students are encouraged to use the restroom between classes. Students may use the restroom
as needed with the teacher’s permission on an emergency only basis. Students must sign out before leaving the
classroom for any reason. The hall pass must be used anytime a student leaves the room. If restroom privileges are
abused or used too often, the teacher will restrict restroom passes. Hall passes to other destinations will be issued at
the discretion of the teacher.
Classroom Expectations
Some expectations have been discussed in class. The following is only a partial list.
Be Prepared, Be on Task, Be on Time, and keep your phone put away or it may be taken (returned at a later time).
Students are expected to come to class daily ready to work. If a student chooses not to work, they will be removed
from the SAILS course and enrolled in another senior level math course. You are expected to complete at least one
assignment daily. Incentives for Module completion will be given at the teacher’s discretion.
I have read the information on this sheet and understand it and will abide by it.
Student’s Name (print)

Parent’s Signature (signed)
Phone number/s:________________________________

Email: ________________________________________
Any Additional Comments from Parents:

